Metaphysics or Faith

Hebrew Literary Term Abracadabra and from the First Book of Hebrew Poetry Corpus Job Clootie and Crocodile Tears is Abandoned for Greek Literary Term Symbolism and Latin Literary Term Style as Basis of Catholic Faith in Christ Jesus Currently Almost One Third of World Population. Dream Interpretation in the Ancient World was Abandoned in the Classical World New Testament of Jesus Christ According to Matthew amongst many other Opposing References more than others not furthermore mentioned as Testament that Judaism and Christianity are Different Religions. Dream Interpretation in the Ancient World was Abandoned in the Classical World New Testament of Jesus Christ which the Modern World of Literature Reduces to Stringed Instrument Tuning and the Modern World of Science Computes between Events of Ontology and Secretions of the Brain. Dream Interpretation in the Ancient World was Abandoned in the Classical World New Testament of Jesus Christ which the Modern World of Freemasonry Reduces to Mystical and Metaphysical and the Modern World of Science Computes between Events of Ontology and Secretions of the Brain. Masonic Ritual involves ballot balling, or blackballing, and being blindfolded grappling and guessing balls, and from silly Masonic Ritual Governmental Enforced Pharmakeia Pharmakia Pharmaceuticals causes sexual and procreation dysfunction and theft to male patients’ men’s balls. 15,330 (1 5 Pointed Mason Star of 33 Pressure Degrees) Men Suicide a Year, 42 (Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland Maths, Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy Coronal Ejection Fish Meaning) a Week, 6 (Pack Men Women Want) a Day, Food/Medicine Include Hormones, 1 in 10 are Born Autistic! NSW Justice redefining as Communities and Justice put onus back on all Communities from the very Jewish cut-off from the community Culture they created from the Enlightenment in reductionism Cryptology which education subsists on. Proverbs 26:11, Philippians 3:2 and 2 Peter 2:22. Music Publishing, Appreciation and Community needs to Improve from the Current Commemoration of Condemnation Statements of Latin Literary Terms Assimilation, Association, Attitude and Culture of Medieval Dark Ages Middle Ages Middle English Judeo Jewish Literary Term Braggadocio. Australia only Broadcasts 25% of its Legal Requirement which is Australia must Broadcast 25% Australian Music but Australia only Broadcasts 25% of 25% Australian Music meaning Australia only Broadcasts 1/4 of its Legal Requirement of 25% Australian Music which is so unAustralian. The NSW Department of Family & Community Services privatized to Bridge Housing becoming under NSW Department of Justice & Communities to Accent Communities’ possession of Justice Precinct which meant Tenants lost Governmental Ombudsman Representation Support regarding Complaints. Judaism and Christianity are Different Religions. The Jews Condemned Jesus to Death. Jews Reject Jesus but Jesus was Resurrected and is One with God. Masons Disable many by Literary Term Acrostic and Linguistical Term Homonym. John 10:30, 1 Corinthians 15:1-58 and 1 Timothy 6:16. Hebrew is Written Origin and Greek Precedes Latin but Greek bests its Classical World Owner Latin because Hebrew uses Swords and Latin uses Spears but Greek Strives and Perseveres with more Christian Literary Terms than Hebrew and Latin and the Name Christopher is Medieval Greek. Hebrew Literary Term Abracadabra, Latin Literary Term Ad Lib, and Medieval Literary Term Courtly Love. Genesis 3:24, Leviticus 25, Deuteronomy 24:5 and 25:5, Matthew 10:34-39, 16:25 and 22:23-33, Mark 8:35 and 12:18-27, Luke 8:16-18, 12:2-3 and 20:27-40 and John 2:1-12 and 12:25. Hebrew Literary Term Abracadabra, Latin Literary Term Ad Lib, and Medieval Literary Term Courtly Love. Genesis 3:24, Leviticus 25, Deuteronomy 24:5 and 25:5, Matthew 10:34-39, 16:25 and 22:23-33, Mark 8:35 and 12:18-27, Luke 8:16-18, 12:2-3 and 20:27-40 and John 2:1-12 and 11-12.